Second Paper

Paper 2 (5 pages): Based on the proposal submitted for further work, students will identify, interpret, and evaluate a position other than their own in response to the question they have chosen. These positions may be drawn from assigned material, or from outside material. (In the latter case, it is recommended that you check with your TA if there are any doubts about its suitability.)

All papers must include this cover sheet (you may use a word processor to complete). Please answer the questions below:

Your Name: _______________________________   TA's Name: _______________________________

Question you are considering:

Thesis you hope to defend in response to the question (in your 3rd paper):

Stakeholders whose interests/views you will consider (you may name groups or individual representatives/spokespersons and who they represent – be sure to include sources in the paper’s bibliography):

Thesis you will argue against in this paper (your opposition):

Common ground between your position and your opposition:

Brief sketch of argument(s) you will consider supporting your opposition's position:

Facts on which there is disagreement (if any):

1)  
2)  
3)  

Values on which there is disagreement (if any):

1)  
2)  
3)  

...